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Abstract 
In the globalizing world, people who want to escape from the impact of urbanization prefer natural beauties remarkable with 
its geomorphological characteristics. Curiosity to discover is the motivation for this. In this study, formation and 
geomorphological characteristics of the Saklikent Canyon has been analyzed, its tourism potential introduced. The natural 
environmental planning needed to be realized in the canyon, precautions to be taken in the case of risks such as flood, and 
actions to be taken are offered. This Canyon is located in the southwestern part of Turkey, 40 km from the district of Fethiye in 
the city of Mu÷la. It is not popular among domestic tourists. The length of the Canyon is approximately 18 km. Karaçay 
(Kocaçay) as one of the tributaries of Eúen brook is effective in the formation of this canyon. The altitude of canyon slopes 
varies between 100 to 350 meters. Gradient of the slopes reaches to 90° in some locations. The latitude in the canyon reaches 
to 4-5 meter while in some locations it is narrowing in such a way that one cannot open its arms. Walking in the canyon is 
difficult related to the river burnishing the ground of the canyon.  In terms of formation, the canyon has an antecedent 
characteristic. 
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1. Introduction 
Saklikent Canyon is located within the Mu÷la - Antalya border in the Antalya section of the Mediterranean Region in 
Turkey. The canyon was formed by the influence of epirogenic and cratogenic movements. The site was fractured due 
to the faulting which originated as a result of the subsidence of Eúen Stream and uplift of Akda÷ - DumanlÕda÷ mass [1]. 
It has similar features with the Esen Stream basin in terms of physical features. The study area is situated in the 
Mediterranean Region, therefore a typical Mediterranean climate is observed which is hot and dry in summers and mild 
and rainy in winters. In the light of the data obtained from the study area and its surroundings, during 1975-2006, the 
annual average temperature varies between 18.3 to 17.4°C. Moreover average precipitation is around 812.5 mm per 
year. These ratios increase as we get closer to the shore line. January is the month in which temperature is lowest 
(10.1°C). The highest average temperature is observed in July and August (27.9°C) (Fig. 1). The maximum 
temperatures are noted is July (44.3°C) and minimum temperatures (-2.7°C) in January (Table 1, Fig. 1).  
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Table 1. Monthly average temperature and precipitation values of Fethiye (DMI.) 
Months  J F M A M J J A S O N D Average
Temperature 10.1 10.6 12.6 15.9 20.3 24.8 27.5 27.3 23.7 19 14.2 11.2 18.1 
Precipitation 154.2 122.3 85.9 42 25.3 3.9 0.8 0.4 7.5 62.2 113.9 168.9 788.2 
 
Maximum mean precipitation is observed in December with 168.9 mm, whereas minimum mean precipitation is 
observed in August with 0.4 mm. On the date 02.12.1990 the utmost precipitation was calculated as 125.3 kg/m2 . 
 
Fig. 1. (a)  Monthly Average Temperatures of Fethiye on long term basis (1975-2006),  (b) Monthly Average Precipitation values of  Fethiye on long 
term basis (1975-2006) . 
Vegetation cover of the study area mainly are maquis, red pines (Pinus brutia), Pinus nigra, Cedrus libani and 
Juniperus excelsa, like general vegetation of Mediterranean Region, but it changes with elevation. Some of the maquis 
species observed in the area are Thymus spp., Myrtus communis, Nerium oleander, Laurus nobilis, Vitex agnus- castus, 
Olea europaea and Ceretonia siliqua. 
2. Study Area 
The canyon covers an area of 12,390 km2, located approximately 40 km away from the Mu÷la province in the south-
east of Fethiye. Saklikent lies in the North - South direction and has been carved by Karaçay (Kocaçay) linked from east 
branch of the Eúen Stream (Fig. 2-3). It was discovered by a Shepherd named Ekrem at Kayadibi Village and was 
established for tourism in 1988. Area was declared as a national park in 1996 due to its geomorphological formation, 
natural beauty, endemic and relict plant species and wild life. The park lies between the boundaries of Fethiye (Mu÷la) 
and Kaú (Antalya) counties. There are significant springs on the northern slope of SaklÕkent Canyon Valley which come 
out at the section close to the thalweg. These springs feed Karaçay. SaklÕkent springs; which seep out from various 
points at the entrance of the valley and are in the character of karstic site discharged fault spring; have flow rates with an 
efficiency of 10 - 15 m3/s. (Fig. 4). The flow rate of the spring located in the southern extension of the canyon is 2 m3/s 
[1, 2]. 
3. Methods 
This study was carried out in 3 phases: preparation, site observation and lab work. Field investigation was 
accomplished after completeing the literature review of the study area. In the site - observation phase, during 2006-
2009, area was visited and morphological features recrded. These were plotted on the map, whereas some measurements 
were made and photographs were taken. In the light of the data obtained tables and graphs were prepared, location, 
topography, geology, lithology and geomorphological maps were generated in the laboratory. Eventually the study was 
finalized by utilizing the data, resources and maps acquired.  
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Fig. 2. Topographic Map of SaklÕkent Canyon and its Surroundings 
 
Fig. 3. (a) SaklÕkent Canyon,  (b)  SaklÕkent Canyon block diagram 
4. Geological Features 
4.1. Lithology
The formations found here consist of Mesozoic, Tertiary and Quaternary aged limestone and alluviums Fig. 4-6). The site was subjected to Alpine 
orogenesis and acquired its present outlook by faulting later on [1]. Mesozoic site is observed especially where SaklÕkent Canyon was formed in the 
study area. The field lies along the North East - South West direction corresponding to the up lifted area as a result of faulting [1]. The specialty of 
Jurassic type karsts is its folded and faulted relief. A strong relationship exists between the structure and Jurassic type karsts. The faults have enabled 
limestone to split into different blocks, thus the consistency of limestone has broken down and marly levels to interbed.  Jurassic limestone is not pure 
[3]. 
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Fig. 4. (a)   Found in the northern slope of the canyon is a view of water springs, (b)  Another is a view of water springs canyon 
The areas belonging to Tertiary are observed as Pliocene formations on the field which lie along the North East - South 
West direction in the valley of Eúen Stream. There is claystone, sandstone and limestone within these areas [1]. Eocene 
site lies especially on the west of Akda÷ along the North - South direction. It is also observed in a small field wedged 
between DumanlÕda÷ and SaklÕkent Canyon and lying along the North West-South East direction. There are also 
flysches in the latter. Quaternary formations are mainly observed in the valley of Eúen Stream, and consistof alluviums. 
These deposits essentially belong to Pleistocene and Holocene [4, 5]. 
 
Fig. 5. Geological map of SaklÕkent Canyon and its surroundings,    Fig. 6. Lithological map of SaklÕkent Canyon and its surroundings 
 
Fig. 7. (a) Ascending-Descending Kayadibi,  (b)  Kayadibi Slope Fault Block 
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4.2. Tectonic Characteristics
SaklÕkent Canyon has antecedent valley features. It was formed as a result of uplift of the site depending on the 
vertical slip and transform fault, which cuts North East of the canyon across the North East - South West direction, and 
embedding of Karaçay into Jurassic - Cretaceous aged limestones. Consequently faults were effective during the 
formation of SaklÕkent Canyon. 
Kayadibi Fault (SaklÕkent Fault): The existence of the horizontal slip is pointed out besides the vertical slip, where 
the northeast block rises. It is observed in the North of Kayadibi Village along the fault plane with a NE-SW strike and 
60-66° dip. The fault which is about 8 km long is an actual fault (Fig. 7).  
DumanlÕda÷ Fault (SaklÕkent Fault): SaklÕkent fault is bordering DumanlÕ and Karakuz mountains from west and 
approximately northeast-southwest, striking in south with an almost vertical dip. The block on the western side of the 
fault plane subsided whereas the block in the eastern side rose. DumanlÕda÷ Fault (SaklÕkent Fault) which is distinctly 
traced along approximately 12 km, comprises the large depression area within the southern part of Eúen graben, which 
was synchronously formed with the faults in the west [1,6].    
5. Geomorphological Features 
The geomorphological units within the study area consist of mountainous areas, plateaus with various elevations, 
valleys and terraces. Most important mountainous areas here are Akda÷ and DumanlÕda÷. Akda÷ lies to the east and 
northeast of SaklÕkent Canyon along the N-S direction.  Karaçay (Kocaçay), which was also effective in the formation 
of SaklÕkent Canyon, was formed by the joining of the waters coming down from low discharged springs seeping out in 
the southeast foot of Akda÷ (Fig. 8). 
 
Fig. 8. (a) Akda÷ Mountain, (b) Another view of Akda÷ mountain 
Akda÷ mass overlapped on to Eaosen flysch with its east inclined thrusting face. Thrusting areas of Akda÷ 
overlooking Eúen Stream (800 - 1200 m) are observed as inclined (Fig. 9). This mass lies along the North - South 
direction and shows a gradual subsidence through the valley of Eúen Stream. These steps are formed as a result of 
faulting [1]. The elevation of DumanlÕda÷, located to the south of SaklÕkent Canyon is 1956 m. The highest point 
enclosed within the study area of DumanlÕda÷ is Gavur Tepe with 1535m. Western slopes of the mountainous mass are 
bordered by Palamut Fault (SaklÕkent Fault). Erosion surfaces of various age and levels are observed in the study area. 
The sections in the study area with a 2200 m and higher elevation correspond to Early - Middle Miocene Erosion 
Surfaces (D I) on the mountainous areas (Fig. 9). These are especially seen upon the sections on Akda÷ mass, located in 
the east and northeast of the area. The sections in the study area with elevations between 1300-1400 m correspond to 
plains of Late Miocene Erosion Surfaces (D II). Late Miocene Erosion plains in the area match northeast of both canyon 
and the study area (Fig. 9). The section located in the study area with elevations between 1000-1300 m corresponds to 
plains of Pliocene Erosion Surfaces (D III). This section is observed in the south and east of the study area around 
DumanlÕda÷. Pliocene weathering surfaces surround the canyon. The plains which are situated between elevations of 
800-1000 m correspond to Early Pleistocene plains. Especially the section corresponding to the land located to the north 
of the canyon subsided as a result of faulting. There are canalicilus and cavernous lapias on the rock blocks in the study 
area. Formation of travertine and small stalactites are pointed out in the entrance area of the canyon. A 70-80 m long 
karstic tunnel is found in the canyon which is located about 2 km from the entrance.  
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Fig. 9. Geomorphological map of SaklÕkent Canyon and its surroundings 
Canyon is locally closed in the continuing parts by collapsed rock blocks depending on extension of the canyon. The 
springs also named as SaklÕkent springs are karstic springs which were formed as a consequence of faulting.  In the 
study area, especially on the fault slopes, there is slope debris. On the western slopes of Kayadibi fault, DumanlÕda÷ 
fault and Akda÷ mountain range there are taluses observed which lie along north-south direction. 
There are three terraces with different elevations in the study area. First one is the lowest terrace unit which is located 
between elevations of 50-150 meter. It corresponds to the previous bedding line of Eúen Stream rather than the present 
one. The second terrace step is situated above this terrace which stands between the elevations of 150 - 250 meter. This 
site is seen to the east and west side of the valley of Eúen Stream within the northeast of the study area. It is located 
between elevations of 250 - 500 meter on the west foot of Akda÷, meanwhile, this terrace corresponds to the level of 
first flood plain of Eúen Stream. 
6. Valley of SaklÕkent Canyon 
The length of SaklÕkent Valley is about 18 km. However, the section which shows the characteristic canyon valley 
features is about 8 km long. Heights of the slopes of the canyon vary between 100 and 350 meters. Dip values of the 
slopes become 90° at some places. The width is about 4-5 m at some sections whereas it gets so narrow at times that 
you cannot fully open your arms (Fig. 10). Thalweg line, that reveals some dip fractures and nearly polishes the bottom 
of the stream in certain parts of the canyon, obstructs walking in some sections. Therefore in some parts it is needed to 
pass through the narrow passages by crawling depending on the tapering of the canyon (Fig. 10). 
There are tunnel like sections in the canyon which were formed as a result of rock collapses. The collapsed rock 
blocks obstruct walking through the canyon. There is a small river fall which was formed as a result of dip fracturing 
and situated about 3 km from the entrance of the canyon. In addition, a pothole is formed in the section depending on 
the water fall. It is only possible to pass through this section by climbing on a rope. The canyon has no typical bottom; 
there are structures such as mini river terraces or concave banks and heaps. Bottom of the canyon and the section 3-4 m 
upwards from the bottom give a polished view with the influence of the stream (Fig.10, 11). Thus it is necessary to have 
suitable shoes in order to go through the canyon. At the entrance of the canyon rubber soled shoes are hired by villagers 
for people without suitable shoes (Fig. 11).  
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Fig. 10. (a) - (f) Various views from SaklÕkent Canyon 
 
Fig. 11, (a)- (b) Rope climbing through the canyon, (c) Walking through the canyon needs appropriate footwear. 
7. Geomorphological Evolution 
Looking at the field where the canyon was formed we see that the extensions of Akda÷ and Karaçay have been 
effective both on its formation and the evolution. Karaçay (Kocaçay), which lies vertically along the Akda÷ anticline, 
arose in the Pliocene and was buried into subjacent base by cleaving the anticline axis which was in a weak state, owing 
to the epeirogenic and cratogenic movements [7]. The valley which was formed by the influence of the stream burried 
into the rising base is an antecedent valley [1]. Another factor which was effective in the formation and evolution of the 
valley is faulting. SaklÕkent fault is observed in the formation of the valley. The fault is a vertical slip and it is also a 
transform fault. At the entrance of the canyon there is a mini bend formed with the effect of the fault which is right 
lateral strike slip. Karaçay (Kocaçay) adjusts the site which is tectonically uplifted by the influence of SaklÕkent Fault 
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and since the erosive force of the stream is more rapid than the tectonic movement, Karaçay (Kocaçay) sinks into the 
base [8,9], presently the process is still ongoing. 
8. Touristic Importance of SaklÕkent Canyon 
SaklÕkent Canyon was established for tourism in 1988. It was already known and visited by the village residents 
before this date. The concrete bridge existing on the entrance of the canyon was constructed during 1979 -1980. People 
say that there was a chain bridge here, which was not appropriate for vehicles to cross over.  In order to make entrance 
to the canyon easy for the pedestrians, a chain bridge was built on an iron framework at the entrance of the canyon over 
the northern slope. Entrance to the canyon is being done by walking over a chain bridge which is 100 m long. After 100 
m from the entrance there are 5 strong springs which are located on the northern slope of the canyon. These springs and 
surroundings have a rich touristic potential. The information taken from the ticket sales desk iat the entrance of the 
valley revealed that number of tourists entering the canyon increases evary year (Table 2).  
Table 2. Number of tourists entering the Canyon 
Year Number of Tourists Entering the Canyon 
2006 265.000 
2007 298.000 
2008 302.000 
2009 304.000 
Reference: Mu÷la Governorship Private Administration Management Melsa Co. Ltd. 
 
 
Fig. 12. (a) - (f)  View Various from the Restaurants on the Southern Side of Karaçay (called Cennet Bahçesi) and car park and stores built by Opet 
A.ù. at the entrance of the Canyon and assigned to the villagers 
There are restaurants outside of the canyon which are distributed along with Kocaçay and located close to the 
entrance section of the canyon.  These are located on southern side dominantly, on the northern side there is car parking 
lot, paid toilets and stores assigned to the villagers. This area consisted of primitive type of stores on the ground until 
2004, presently it is parquet inlaid and also modern toilets and small stores have been built. The landscaping is carried 
out within the framework of Opet’s Social Responsibility Projects (Fig. 12). Daily excursions are often preferred. In 
addition there are touristic facilities outside which are named as Cennet Bahçesi (Paradise), situated 150 - 200 m away 
from the entrance of the canyon (Fig. 12). 
9. Conclusions 
Karaçay (Kocaçay) is a branch of Eúen Stream, which was effective during the formation of the canyon. It takes its 
source from the various streams with low discharges lying in the southwest baseline of Akda÷. Karaçay was formed in 
Pliocene and got embedded into the base during Quaternary. The canyon is an antecedent valley with respect to its 
formation. In order to increase potential tourism income, there is need for various plans in order to develope and 
improve touristic activities here [10]. These plans should however, be suitable for the natural view and should not spoil 
the naturs balance [11]. 
The canyon attracts quite a large number of tourists due to its interesting outlook and natural beauty. Existing 
touristic facilities were investigated and plans that can be carried out are suggested. 
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x Removal and transfer of the concrete bridge; situated at the entrance of the canyon; 1-2 km to the west will clear 
away the unpleasant sight existing at the entrance of the canyon. 
x Touristic activities should be increased through sustainable environmental planning and arrangements. These are 
rafting, nature walkways, climbing areas, pitches for camping and use for excurtions etc. 
x The waste in the canyon should be collected in a more organized way and fixed trash cans should be placed at 
particular locations. 
x Villagers are generally guiding in the canyon. More experienced guides, capable of speaking foreign languages and 
explaining the formation of the canyon at the same time should be appointed.  
x Caution and information plates should be placed in the canyon. 
x Security precautions inside and outside the canyon should be improved. 
x No WC exists in the canyon, a mobile WC can be set up without ruining the natural view of the canyon. 
x The water mass with a high flow rate located 100 m away from the entrance; formed by the linking of the springs; 
obstruct crossing, therefore construction of a chain bridge will simplify the access to the canyon. 
x Presentation of SaklÕkent Canyon should be done as good as possible; it should be advertised correctly in order not to 
be mistaken with Antalya SaklÕkent Ski Center. 
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